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INTRODUCTION
Avalere analyzed data from eight Medicare Advantage Organizations (MAOs)
representing 1.1 million beneficiaries in more than 30 unique plans operating across the
country to understand the impact of shifting the determination of plan risk scores from the
Risk Adjustment Processing System (RAPS) to the new Encounter Data System (EDS).
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) intends to transition gradually to
EDS-based payments, starting with 10 percent of the payment based on EDS in 2016,
increasing to 25 percent in 2017 and 50 percent in 2018.1
CMS has said the diagnoses captured in EDS should not be different from those
identified in RAPS. However, we found that this transition will significantly reduce the
identification of diagnoses used to calculate the risk scores that reflect the disease
burden of the plans membership. Average risk scores resulting from the EDS process
were 26 percent lower in the 2015 payment year (based on 2014 claims data) and 16
percent lower in the 2016 payment year (based on 2015 claims data) compared to RAPS.
The lower risk scores were primarily the result of 35-40 percent fewer Hierarchical
Condition Category (HCC) diagnoses identified in EDS compared to RAPS.
The risk score differences will have significant negative implications for MAOs and the 18
million beneficiaries they serve. As an example, using an $800 bid rate, if there had been
a full transition from RAPS to EDS in 2016, this would equate to an average reduction of
16.1 percent in PMPM rates, representing a decrease of $260.4 million per year for the
average plan in our study. The 90/10 phase in in 2016 would result in a 1.6% reduction in
PMPM rates which would translate to $25.2 million per-plan in lower payments on
average.
In spite of recent actions taken by CMS to improve EDS, a new Government
Accountability Office (GAO) report documents numerous problems MA plans have had in
submitting data and receiving reliable edits from the agency. 2
A full report including extensive detailed information from the study will be released in
February 2017.
Public comments are due by January 27, 2014.

BACKGROUND
CMS uses a risk adjustment process to modify Medicare Advantage (MA) plan payments
to better reflect the composition of each plan’s enrollees. Payments to each MA plan are
modified based on risk scores that reflect enrollees’ health status and demographic
characteristics derived from member claims data. MA plans are currently transitioning
from the traditional Risk Adjustment Processing System (RAPS)—where risk adjustment
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filter rules are applied by health plans—to the new Encounter Data System (EDS)—
where Medicare Advantage Organizations (MAOs) submit their members’ claims and
CMS applies the filtering logic.
The EDS is intended to be revenue budget neutral because the change in format for the
encounter data collection process was expected to result in the same risk scoring.3
However, the two approaches involve very different levels of information in their
respective processes.
The RAPS system involves only five necessary data elements (dates of service, provider
type, diagnosis code and beneficiary Health Insurance Claim (HIC) number), while the
EDS system utilizes all elements from the claims (i.e., HIPAA standard 5010 format 837).
For the 2017 payment year, CMS has announced it will calculate a weighted risk score
based on 75 percent RAPS and 25 percent EDS in the final reconciliation payment.4
Plans are concerned that the transition to EDS will lead to lower risk scores inconsistent
with the agency’s intent. While CMS made changes to the EDS logic in 2016 to correct
some identified issues, the 2016 risk scores analyzed in this study demonstrate that a
significant difference (16%) between RAPS and EDS scoring exists. MAOs seek a
solution where RAPS and EDS submissions are in complete alignment, ensuring the full
risk adjustment payment from CMS without loss attributed solely to system changes.

OBJECTIVE
The goal of this research was to test the neutrality theory using sample data from
representative MAOs. This study aimed to evaluate the risk score and financial impact of
the transition by comparing results reported back to plans from running the same set of
claims data through the RAPS process to results from the EDS process.

RESULTS
Member Characteristics The MA plan and study population characteristics are shown in
Table 1. The eight participating health plans ranged in size from small (5,200 members)
to large (409,000 members) in 2015 and were similar size in 2014. The study analyzed a
large representative sample that included 1.1 million Medicare beneficiaries in each year,
with members represented from all 50 states.
We used the same plans in 2014 and 2015 so the composition of plans in the study was
consistent across the two years. The distribution of the study population by gender and
age was stable from 2014 to 2015 so changes in risk scores observed over this period
are also not attributable to shifts in demographics.
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Risk Scores EDS average risk scores were significantly lower compared to RAPS risk
scores (Table 2). The EDS average risk score was 26 percent lower than the RAPS risk
score in the 2015 payment year, and 16 percent lower in the 2016 payment year. The
smaller difference between EDS and RAPS risk scores observed in 2016 can be
attributed in part to the corrections CMS made to the EDS logic by improving the MAO004 reports (e.g., fixing excluded reason for visit codes on header records, assuring valid
HIC numbers, linking diagnoses from chart reviews to encounter records), but may also
be due to plans taking actions to address errors identified in their EDS submission
process.
Financial Impact The potential estimated impact on PMPM revenue is significant based
on our sample of plans and MA beneficiaries (Table 2). For demonstration purposes, we
assumed a default bid rate of $800 PMPM (risk score = 1.0). The average PMPM rate for
the 2016 payment year (based on 2015 claims data) was $963 based on 100 percent
RAPS, $948 based on the 90/10 blend, $925 based on the 75/25 blend, and $809 based
on 100 percent EDS. This represents a 16% reduction in PMPM payments in 2016 based
on 100 percent shift to EDS, a 1.6 percent reduction based on the 90/10 blended rate,
and a 3.9 percent reduction in PMPM based on the 75/25 blended rate.
To demonstrate the potential financial impact using the average study plan membership
in 2015 x the PMPM difference of $15 based on the 90/10 blended RAPS/EDS rate x 12
months, the difference translates to a reduction of $25.2 million in risk adjusted funds per
year (for a plan with 140,000 members). A transition to payments based on 100 percent
EDS would have resulted in an average reduction of $260.4 million per year in risk
adjusted funds for the same plan.
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HCCs A difference in risk scores implies either a difference in the total number of HCCs
identified, a difference in which specific HCCs were identified (because HCCs have
different weights and therefore make differential contributions to the risk score), or a
combination of both. In general, our findings did not reveal any significant differences in
the distribution of HCCs that were identified for scoring. Rather, the data suggest there
was difference in the overall number of HCCs accepted.
Table 3 lists the top ten HCCs from RAPS and their frequency of occurrence for both
RAPS and EDS. The same HCCs comprised the top ten using EDS, although their
relative frequencies varied slightly from RAPS. The frequency of each of the top ten
HCCs was consistently lower in EDS than in RAPS. On average, these HCCs were
identified in approximately 10% of the members based on RAPS in both 2014 and 2015
(for 2015 and 2016 payment years). However, when assessed using EDS, the average
rate identified was 5.9% based on 2014 data. The rate increased somewhat in 2015 to
7.4% after CMS and health plan corrective actions.
In summary, 35-40% fewer HCCs were identified on average by EDS compared to RAPS
using a large representative sample of 2014 and 2015 MAO claims data. This difference
results in significantly lower risk scores and lower PMPM rates using EDS compared to
RAPS.
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CONCLUSION
The transition to calculating risk scores based on plan encounter data submissions was
projected to be budget neutral to Medicare Advantage plans. A recent GAO study
documented numerous technical difficulties experienced by plans in submitting their data
and receiving accurate and actionable reports from the agency to correct the problems.
Until rigorous measures to evaluate the claims-based errors are taken and increased
transparency in EDS reporting is provided, the continued transition to an encounter dataand participating plans.

This project represents a collaboration between RISE, industry health plan partners,
Inovalon, and Avalere.
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About Us

Avalere is a vibrant community of innovative thinkers
dedicated to solving the challenges of the healthcare
system. We deliver a comprehensive perspective,
compelling substance, and creative solutions to help
you make better business decisions. As an Inovalon
company, we prize insights and strategies driven by
robust data to achieve meaningful results. For more
information, please contact info@avalere.com. You
can also visit us at avalere.com.
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